GPSC General Assembly Meeting
12/1/2015
TSCHE Learning Hall 2050
Presiding Officer: Connie Chai
Refreshments: Abbe LaBella

Notes from the Executive Secretary
● “NR” and “Rep” refer to nonrep and rep, respectively who did not clearly state his or her
name prior to speaking
● See the end for the record of GA attendance for this meeting (Co-rep designates someone
who was not in attendance but whose co-rep was)

18:30  18:35

●
●
●
●

Best Team Recognition
Connie Chai and General Assembly

Vijeth Career panel
RachelCo director Jon for graduating
Student life committee
Andrew and Sasha from exec for last tailgate

18:35  18:40

Approval of Last GA Meeting Minutes
General Assembly

● Approved
18:40  18:45

Recap of Exec Committee Meeting
Connie Chai

● debating changes to group funding
○ auditing system
● Andrews update on National conference with Chase
18:45  18:50

Spring GA Meeting Schedule Approval

Connie Chai
● March 1st home game against Wake.
○ Will work with basketball committee to get reps into game
○ Shorten meeting
○ Rui Dai (MD)  motion to approve spring schedule
○ Diego CalderonArrieta (nic)second
○ Vote: 53
18:50  19:15

Implicit Bias Overview
Dr. Ben Reese, Office for Institutional Equality Vice President

● OIEoversees diversity, strategy, inclusion of faculty and staff on campus and
health system
● trained as clinical psychologist in cross cultural communication, 51 years of
experience
● Page auditorium hearing conversation similar to those from, 30 to 40 years ago,
despite all the changes, there are still concerns around equity and inclusion
● most of the overt bias and discrimination has been reduced
● implicit bias area in which we still need work
○ impacts how we work and live together
○ workshops
■ an hour and half to a day, even week
■ more for grad and pro students
■ possibility of training students to be trainers and facilitators of
workshops
○ how implicit bias develops, even among infants and toddlers
○ how it shows up in decision making
○ strategies to diminish bias
○ outside of DukePresident of 
National Association of Diversity Officers in
Higher Education.
■ things going on at Duke and across country
○ happy to be here, look forward to seeing grad students in training
○ Travis Knoll (History) page auditorium event, challenges to diversity: how
do we do diversity in such a way that they don’t feel their free speech is
violated, can free speech be a form a violence? is it a universal value
■ Personal thoughts: most of the real challenges have not come from
a space of first amendment violations, there is so much space for

rich and challenging conversation that to my mind there is a
miniscule problem of first amendment violations
■ Personally there are few things that really offend me, many more
things stimulate reflection
● draft physical took IQ test and checked off any
organizations you communicate with (black panthers, kkk,
5%ers) I had written to everybody
○ opportunities for growth
○ spend time to expand my own knowledge, then spend
the re
■ Diego (Nic) going to a workshop next year. Avoidance to not learn
how bias I am. How do we make these workshops open to people
who would self select in/out
● selfdisclosure model my own biases to diminish anxiety.
my own implicit and explicit biases related to Ability
● business card in braille to remind me about my own
blindspots
● model selfreflection
■ McKenzie Johnson (environ) stories about college campuses and
the idea of cuddling students. How is the duke administration and
the training addressing this topic?
● I can’t make generalizations about administrations and
college campuses
○ many behave in a way that is deeply informed by
what the students are demanding
● I think this whole cuddling notion is a way of diverting
attention from important issues of inequity, to what degree it
exists and is perceived.
● whether or not i think something is offense personally, it is
my responsibility to engage that
○ there are some topics that I am extremely thin
skinned about, and other I don’t even feel
● Sara Maurer (psych proxy) students who are afraid.
Unrealistic expectations (shutting down certain social media
sites)
○ Dr. Reeseeven demands that seemingly are
outrageous, in almost every case there is something
that can be addressed.

■ taking down a statue is seen as rewriting our
history, but behind that is a conversation about
symbols and our values on campus
■ faculty taking 5 hours of training, but this
recognizes that different faculty have different
biases
■ vendors who don’t treat employees well, there
are legal issues but behind that is the issue of
how our values align with how we work with
others in the community
● Seaver Wang (Ocean and Earth Sciences) make implicit
bias training for teaching assistants and faculty
○ Dr: Reese last April we did a pilot you are likely to
get those who are interested rather than those who
need
○ went to science departments to do workshop during
their regularly scheduled programs
○ Every arts and sciences search committee has to
attend an hour long
○ not necessarily in favor of implicit bias training as
mandated
■ what about the faculty member works for
people who constantly work on these issues,
might be another experience that enhances
their learning
■ Rashmi Joglekar (Toxicology) mandating course for students
● not generally in favor of mandating
● what kind of experiences can we put on a menu with the
same goal of having them reflect on their own bias, to work
in groups across their
● often in the minority in terms of that
■ Travis Knoll (history) training might not be helpful, but what about
an interesting course on these issues, diversity broadly conceived,
could such a general course make sense in the core curriculum,
● Dr Reese we have several courses that are approved for
fulfilling the diversity component
● not in favor of everyone taking the same course because of
their interests

● in favor of a variety of ways in which learning takes place, in
the minority in that opinion
● if course work doesn’t align with your career ambitions or
interests, the learning fades
■ Seth Pearson (BGPSA) when its voluntary, you’re not reaching the
students who ‘need’ this.
● takes personal openness and receptivity
● self reflection and self criticism necessary
● many students will simply check off the box
● large portion not taking it in, might even incite some
resistance
19:15  19:30

Young Trustee Insights
Dr. Richard Riddell, Board of Trustees Secretary (could not make it)
Shannon O’Connor, Young Trustee
Ben Shellhorn, Young Trustee

● context; first meeting back we will be voting for the young trustee, Ben and
Shannon will talk about what the board seeks
● Shannon elected 2 years ago, will serve until June 2016
● Ben elected last spring, has 3 more quarters
● Shannon questions about the young trustee
● Ben and Shannon four qualities:
○ (Ben) broad thinker candidates who have a platform, you are not a
representative of GPSC, you are a trustee of duke, you have legal
obligations to Duke, big picture, challenging decisions and touch trade offs
(things that favor undergrads over grads), keep entire university in mind
○ (Shannon) Understanding role of university in society larger institutional
issues, how unis are administered and governed. Leader in education in
our communities. Duke Kunshan, one of the first of its kind. How do we be
Duke in Durham and in the US and how we educate the future of the
world. matters to how the world thinks about universities
○ (Ben) Independent and collegial comfortable talking. it is an intimidating
room of billionaires who have decades of experience. Need to be able to
push back, YT’s value is their proximity to having recently been students
that these titans of industry might not see. Have gumption, but also be
collegial. Trustees operate in consensus, votes tend to be universal.
○ (Shannon) Representative of Duke within board room and outside of
boardroom. Duke is prominent. Trustees work for Duke, as such they are

●
●

●

●

●

●

listened to when they have a platform. 36 trustees + 3 observers. Diversity
of values and opinions, listening and bringing what you bring to the table.
Shannon there is a committee on trusteeship for how the committee nominates
new board members
McKenzie (Nic) chair of selection committee: how elections go and what do you
think we can do to provide information to the GA since they will be making the
choice? Provide the most info.
○ Shannon Chronicle did interviews on each candidate, submitted resumes
10 days before, 5 minute speech and 5 additional minutes Q&A
○ Ben great approach, more info the better
Adrienne Krone(Religious Studies) integrity caucus how the elections work?
Suggestions of how elections work
○ Ben to clarify, we do not represent anyone, not GPSC not graduate
students
Adrienne We’ve been talking about opening up the elections
○ Shannon things that are published in the Chronicle encourages people to
get in touch with their representative. If you have a vote you represent
your constituency. talking to your cohort or people who might know the
candidates.
○ Should the broader community vote? The undergrad process is very
different, they platform, great that they campaign but when they get to the
board they realize they can’t fulfill their platform
○ Ben something that gets discussed. I am opposed to a wider vote,
candidly Dr Riddle prefers the way we do it. Graduate students are very
heterogeneous. Undergrads elections are a popularity contest.
○ Talking about it increases awareness about the YT
Travis (history) initial confusion wording on Duke website “ giving students a
voice in administrative affairs”
○ Benis that on Duke or GPSC website
○ Ben there is an election process for standing committees. GPSC does
have reps that sit on standing committees, so everything that is discussed
on the these committees is hashed out more in depth than at board
meetings. Reps on this committee SHOULD bring their experience as
graduate and prof students to this meeting
Travis revised apps do to this confusion
○ Shannon difficult line to cross. Should a current student serve? How to
not advocate for Duke without advocating for your personal experience.
The YT is expected to use their experiences to inform, but not to
advocate. need to think about entire university.

19:30  20:00

Election Processes and Young Trustee Election Process
Abhi Chhetri (see slides for more details)

● How to improve elections in general and for YT
○ we as a body elect: YT, board of Trustee standing committees, Exec
Committee
● Process
○ exec session
○ 35 minutes of speech, 12 Q&A, 13 discussion
○ hear all speeches
○ Vote
○ YT Prior vetting of candidates by the YT screening Committee
■ staffed by GA in the fall
● Problems
○ time limitations (8 minutes to get to know a candidate)
○ GPSC bias
■ familiarity of GPSC involved candidates nominees involved in
other aspects of
■ closed room discussionsprevents nonGA members from stating
support or reason for their candidates
○ Are reps representative of their programs
■ apathy
○ Disenfranchisement toward GPSC
■ because G&P student are not involved, they care less
● Changes to system
○ Improve vetting process (YTSC)
■ better communication (application process, YT role and
requirements)
● better applications, more competitive
■ advertise YTSC earlier (first issue of GPSC news)
■ YTSC (½ GA reps, ½ nonGA reps)
○ Increase familiarity with candidates
■ increase time in GA meetings
■ dedicated “ meet the candidates” opportunities
■ debates
■ candidate platformsbroadly defined (gpsc.duke.edu)
○ only some changes would require bylaw revisions
○ YTSC and YT vetting would have to happen earlier

● More complex changes
○ GA only votescurrent system
○ open vote to entire G&P student population
○ Electoral College System
■ number of electoral votes=number of GA reps
■ winner takes all
■ or proportional representation (for programs, departments)
■ would require bylaw changes
● Time
○ YT
■ office of university of secretary wants YT nominee name before first
meeting Feb 12, if we want to make changes we have until Feb 25
○ Bylaw changes
■ amendments must be received 10 days in advance of meeting
■ jan 19th, 2016 meeting will be first
○ GA concerns
■ survey from integrity committee
Timeline
GA Meeting
dates

No
Changes

Minimal
Changes

Moderate
Changes

January 19

YTSC
announces
candidates

Bylaw
changes

Bylaw
changes

February 2

Vote on YT

Meet with
YT
candidates

Bylaw
Changes,
Meet with
YT
candidates

February 16

Meet with
YT
candidates

Meet with
YT
candidates

March 1

Vote on YT
in

Campuswid
e vote on YT

GA/Campus
Wide
March 22

Vote on
Exec,
BoTSC

Vote on
Exec,
BoTSC in
GA

Campuswid
e vote on
Exec,
BoTSC

April 5
● Shannon (YT) going to ask three people to accept a nomination and they won’t
know whether they have to initiate a campaign to 8000 vs 150 people
○ if we do want to open up their would have to be many changes on the
back end in how
■ order of magnitudes in terms of the workload for the candidate
● Ben when thinking about electoral college what would be the number of vote
○ programmatic
● Hunter Rudd (MBA) we are not electing a representative, we are selecting a
highly intelligent candidate who can bring our perspective to the process. If we
pursue this as an election rather than a selection we just muddle the process by
politicizing the process, introducing platforms. This person isn’t beholden to G&P
students. Better candidate
● We should be hesitant in talking about GPSC bias because we are introduced to
cross programmatic problems and perspectives
● Abhi this is about other people who we elect not just YT. How can we address
our own issues of bias
● Hunter what process doesn’t have bias
● Malcolm (Finance) if it is going to be a specific requirement to have served on
the exec why not make it specific requirement
○ Ben speaking specifically to YT there is a lot of self selection. the people
who are passionate about this issue tend to be in this room.
○ Shannon the YT does not have anything to do with GPSC
■ Kate Duch was only a GA rep for one year
■ Malik had no experience with GPSC
■ The year that I ran, everyone was heavily involved in GPSC, but
that is also because of the growing role on GPSC
● Rui (MD) bias, there is no perfect process but there are processes that have
more than others. Process with least amount of bias, opening up the field and the
election helps the process become more transparent, helps candidates be more

open to student body, showing commitment through a campaign. Those who
have come to be YT have come through the exec. Shouldn’t prevent anyone
from running
● Puneet (Pub Pol PhD) logistics how would this work, money accounting for non
quantitative payoffs. resources of candidate
○ Abhi talking with UCAE easy to have open elections (collegiatelink),
attorney general send out ballot (has 24 hours to vote). Campaign setting
the appropriate limitations (no banners or flyers on campus), can they
spend money?
● Colleen (Medical Science Training) undergrads don’t spend any money, they
have several pages of rules. point that it can be done. shouldn’t think about not
being able to do this. trouble the idea the GPSC is the best place to know about
the university. each of us has a bias toward GPSC because we are in this room.
● Abhi we are out of time, any further discussion has to be done through the
survey.
○ No motion to continue discussion. Spend break working on bylaw changes
depending on suggestions

20:00  20:20

Diversity Committee Discussion
Diversity Committee
● Diversity committee statement misrepresented by editorial in Duke Chronicle
that called for the resignation of President
○ author not in communication with us before publication
○ did not attend any of the meetings of diversity caucus or committee
○ issue is of identical mandatory bias training across schools, this hurdle
has been repeated by various administrators including Pres Brodhead
○ Abbe has support us in our efforts, partnership with BGPSA
○ Do NOT call for the resignation of Abbe LaBella
○ We are exploring bottom up and top down solutions to providing a
graduate training course on diversity
○ Alesha (history) are the people who wrote the article going to respond
○ Diversity Committee GPSC pres should resign, part of the claim is that
Abbe was trying to forestall the implementation of a diversity course.
Article was a complete response to many of us of the committee
○ Roketa Sloan (BGPSA) one of the authors on that article. I was only on
that article to confirm statements made regarding April 1st.
■ have you made attempts to reach out to other groups the represent
diversity

○
○

○

○

○

○

■ plans and actions going forward
Diversity committee thank you for the suggestion, we are in the
Malcolm (Exec Finance) cultural competency class, issues is that they
cannot be universally implemented and that the diversity committee is to
go to the Deans. Why are we doing the legwork of administrators?
■ Abbe that was the plan, but in the last week, the Nic School, the
Graduate School have moved forward on this issue. the Deans
have started coming to us.
■ DC (Diversity Committee) have received responses from Deans
within the last week, since the incident. Think of this not as our
responsibility but as an opportunity
■ Riketa included on email with administrators
■ Colleen (medical scientist training) asked President Brodhead why
he was uninterested in the diversity training making. Exec interest
or disinterest. I spoke with Sally Kornbluth since then. Really what
needed to happen was that someone needed to do the work. I
know there are a lot of people who felt that they were not being
allowed to do work that they felt was important, working on things in
secret because exec members weren’t interested. I think what
needed to happen was that students needed to have access
DC contact was a result of an email sent by me, trying to contact the
deans directly was to establish a portfolio. Deans are enthusiastic.
Concerns about us trying to do things behind execs back...we’ve never
met
■ Colleen Because I sent the email
Travis issue of facts. link to an article, how does this have to do directly
with LaBella
■ Malcolm I have the video of that incident if you want to see it
■ Colleen lots of irregularities, lots of calls for Abbe to resign after
her remarks on the steps, many officers offered to step down if
■ amend to allow for recall of elections which passed by a 75% vote,
but never made it to the floor
Travis problems with entire election process
■ Colleen several concerns about the executive elections, one exec
(Malcolm) even offered to step down
Matt Bunyi(Chair of Muslim Students Association 2nd yr MPP) there is
quite a bit of legwork to do, who have you not reached out to like us, the
Muslim Students Association. Survey if you would like the training courses
to be down, shouldn’t we already know if there is demand or the inverse

low demand because people don’t want to recognize their own biases.
Just confusing what has been done, haven’t reached out to Sanford,
■ DC we aren’t doing this survey for ourselves, we are trying to show
this to administration with data that this a student concern, we are
aware that diversity is an issue. We have been slow to start, but we
want to start to collaborate. We want to reach out to these other
■ Travis (History) motion to extend time by 5 minutes
■ Rachel Karasik (Nic) second to extend time by 5 minutes
● 27 for, 12 opposed, abstained 4
■ Allison (Exec Director of University Affairs)  first what the diversity
committee is doing, these are volunteers and they are volunteering
their time. The committee and caucus are brand new this year. The
committee was created by bylaws last year. Committee is a body of
actions, caucus is a body of larger scale ideas. lots of overlap. I
have been at all but one of exec minutes, we have never discussed
stifling what committees or caucuses are working on, if you do feel
that that is happening please talk to mean, exec member is to
provide context but the committees and caucuses are there for you
■ Riketa we were under the impression that they committee already
existed
● Allison was added to the bylaws at end of last year
■ Tiffany we are all students, we are all volunteers, to say you aren’t
working fast enough is pretty unfair, open up dialogue and having
conversations and bringing things up
● if you have an issue bring it up, why use the Chronicle,
especially when there is hearsay involved. not the
appropriate avenue
● Abbe is completely dedicated to this position, spends so
much time. If she said something that was misinterpreted
■ Alesha we have a great opportunity to do some work, we have a
moment in the national climate where we can work together, people
who have been doing organizing know the problems of in fighting.
● Friedolin motion to extend additional 5 minutes
● Biosci rep? seconded
○ For17, opposed19, abstentions4
■ no majority to exten
20:20  20:30
Updates/Wrapup/Questions
General Assembly

Anastasia Gant (chem) Fix my campus (facebook forum for campus complaints), org
run by undergrads, not many grad students participate so please pass to constituents.
Raffle for $25 chipotle card
Abbe Student Health Insurance Plan Duke is going out to bid to 3 insurers.
Opportunity to customize
When: December 9th @ 5:30pm (where we have GA meetings) Where: TSCHE,
in learning hall (room 2050)
costs, premiums, what is and isn’t covered
Forum in the spring will present the options that have been presented to Duke, if
you have ideas about how to have a more productive
Continuation Fees and Doctoral Student DebtTown Hall Forum
Dec. 7th 5:30 pm
Where Trent Semans center, Learning Hall 2050
Patricia Bass I have posters, come talk to me, we want a large turn out
Upcoming events

12/3 Last Thirsty Thursday at Fitzgerald's
Winter Formal, January 30th 102am
>1000 attendees, 8 cosponsorings schools/ departments, student groups,
representing 6 schouls
This year more space, more bars, better coat check
Tickets will be sold starting 3 weeks before the event
start spreading the word!
Rachel we as the exec want to be approachable
Jose (microbiology) wellbeing and worklife balance and sense of isolation, new org
Mind the Gaps mental health programing for graduate and professional students, first
meeting Tues Dec 8th, Duke Institute for Brain Sciences Room TBA, 6:30pm
jacqueline RobinsonHamm NOt anymore training, sexual misconduct task force.
Please forward these opportunities to your constituents and CC Jacqueline and Rachel

Connie anything that you want to discuss i will try to get it on the agenda, time
permitting
Attendance
Program

Last Name

First Name

Attendance

Art, Art History and Visual Studies PhD

Bass

Patricia

Present

Bio Chem PhD

Hoffman

Alyson

Present

Bio PhD

Campbell

Ryan

Present

Bioethics MS (corep)

Bowes

Johnathan

Present

Bioethics MS (corep)

Cap

Olivia

CoRep

Biomedical MEng

Templin

Troy

Present

biomedical MS

Yen

Ringo

Present

biomedical PhD

RobinsonHam
m

Jacqueline

Present

Biomedical PhD Corep

Crouch

Brian

Present

biomedical PhD Corep

Unal

Asli

Present

Biostats PhD Corep

Li

Jianghao

Present

Biostats PhD Corep

Yu

Hengshi

Present

Business Administration PhD

Bei

Xiaoshu

Excused

Cell and Molecular Biology PhD

Ferree

Patrick

Present

Cell Biology PhD

BaduNkansah

Kwabena

Unexcused

Chem PhD

Flowers

Patrick

Present

Chem PhD

Gant

Anastasia

Present

Civil and Environmental Engineering

Johnson

Karoline

Present

Classical Studies

AldrupMacDon
ald
John

Present

Clinical Research Training (Master of Health
Sciences in Clinical Research)

Allewelt

Heather

Unexcused

Clinical Research Training (Master of Health
Sciences in Clinical Research)

Chery

Godfrey

Unexcused

Cog Neurosci (admitting)

Unexcused

Comp Sci CoRep

Wang

Xiaoxue

Unexcused

Comp Sci Corep

Cui

Tong

Unexcused

Computational Bio and Bioinformatics

Unseated

Cultural Anthro (corep)

Daley

Christopher

Unexcused

Cultural Anthro (corep)

Silver

Jake

Unexcused

Developmental and Stem Cell Biology

Hattaway

Jill

Present

Divinity

Lewis

Corey

Unexcused

Divinity

Boswell

Christopher

Unexcused

Divinity

O'Neal

Cory

Unexcused

Divinity

Rutter

Jennifer

Unexcused

Divinity

Styron

Elizabeth

Unexcused

Earth and Ocean Sciences

Wang

Seaver

Present

East Asian Studies

Unseated

Ecology corep

Greene

Lydia

Present

Ecology corep

Huang

Ryan

CoRep

Econ MS

Guo

Jake

Present

Econ PhD corep

Saito

Allison

Corep

Econ PhD corep

Horvath

Peter

Present

Economics and Computation

Unseated

Electrical and Computer Engineering MS

Miller

David

Present

Electrical and Computer Engineering PhD

McGuire

Felicia

Excused

Electrical and Computer Engineering PhD

Shahidi

Lidea

Excused

Engineering Management

Dhurjati

Sreeram
Bhargav

Present

Engineering Management

jawadwala

aziz

Unexcused

Engineering Management

Vaidya

Surhud

Unexcused

Engineering Management (Distance)

Unseated

English

Gallin

Kevin

Present

Environment (Environmental Science and
Policy) corep

DeStefano

Noelle

Present

Environment (Environmental Science and
Policy) corep

Lewis

Jessica

Corep

Environmental Management

Koboski

Theodore

Unexcused

Environmental Management

CalderonArriet
a

Diego

Present

Environmental Management

Karasik

Rachel

Present

Environmental Management

Pita

Lili

Unexcused

Environmental policy corep

Kaczan

David

Corep

Environmental Policy corep

Johnson

McKenzie

Present

Evolutionary Anthropology

Bowie

Aleah

Unexcused

Genetics and Genomics

Edsall

Lee Elizabeth

Unexcused

German

Dawson

Martin

Present

Global Health

Unseated

Historical and Cultural Visualization

Unseated

History

Knoll

Travis

Humanities

Present
Unseated

Immunology corep

Roy

Sumedha

Unexcused

Immunology corep

Xu

Shengjie

Excused

Integrated Toxicology

Joglekar

Rashmi

Present

International Development Policy

Myrzaliyev

Meirzhan

Unexcused

Law JD

Baker

Holt

Excused

Law JD

Allmond

Josephus

Unexcused

Law JD

Gentille

Rebecca

Present

Law JD

Klaassen

Brendan

Unexcused

Law JD

Ruiz

Alejandro

Unexcused

Law JD

Stark

Kenley

Present

Law JD

Yang

Stephany

Present

Law LLM

Unseated

Liberal Arts

Unseated

Literature

Unseated

Management in Clinical Informatics

Unseated

Management Science

Amiruddin

Fatima

Unexcused

Management Science

Balasaria

Vedant

Unexcused

Management Science

Costello

Ryan

Unexcused

Marine Science and Conservation

Zhang

Stacy

Present

Master of Arts in Teaching
Master of Biomedical Science
Master of Engineering

Unseated
Isaac

Dillon

Unexcused
Unseated

Mathematics

Unseated

MBA

Conley

Matt

Present

MBA

Goltz

Daniel

Unexcused

MBA

Hooda

Rohan

Unexcused

MBA

Mekouar

Nabil

Unexcused

MBA

Rudd

Hunter

Present

MBA

Tuttle

Andrew

Unexcused

MBA

Yang

Sylvia

Unexcused

MBA

Unseated

MBA

Unseated

MBA CoRep

Gusz

Nikki

Present

MBA Corep

McKeon

Amanda

Present

MD

Dai

Rui

Present

MD

Pagliuca

Stephanie

Present

MD

SharifAskary

Banafsheh

Present

MD

Tang

Michelle

Excused

MD

ZambeliIjepovic Alan

Present

Mechanical Engineering

Tang

Lei

Unexcused

Medical Physics

Ball

Nicole

Unexcused

Medical Scientist Training

McClean

Colleen

Present

MFA Experimental and Documentary Art

Wilkinson

Kyle

Unexcused

Molecular Cancer Biology corep

Walens

Andrea

CoRep

Molecular Cancer Biology corep

Yuan

Lifeng

Present

Molecular Genetics and Microbiology

VargasMuñiz

José

Present

Music

Prendergast

Ryan

Unexcused

Neurobiology

Biegler

Matthew

Present

Nursing (ABSN)

Unseated

Nursing (ABSN)

Unseated

Nursing (ABSN)

Unseated

Nursing (ABSN)

Unseated

Nursing (MSN)

Unseated

Nursing (MSN)

Unseated

Nursing (MSN)

Unseated

Nursing (MSN)

Unseated

Nursing (MSN)

Unseated

Nursing (MSN)

Unseated

Nursing (MSN)

Unseated

Nursing (MSN)

Unseated

Nursing Phd

Wainwright

Kristin

Present

Pathology

Williams

Jael

Unexcused

Pharmacology and Cancer Biology

Unseated

Pharmacology and Cancer Biology

Unseated

Philosophy

Gessell

Bryce

Present

Physical Therapy

Losciale

Justin

Present

Physical Therapy

Meister

Lexi

Present

Physical Therapy

Zdeb

Rachael

Present

Physicians Assistant

Sterling

Allie

Excused

Physicians Assistant

Wood

Justin

Present

Physics corep

Raybern

Justin

Corep

Physics corep

Eggleston

Michael

Present

Poli Sci corep

Gall

Brett

Unexcused

Poli Sci corep

Kennedy

Christopher

Unexcused

Pub Pol MPP

Oliver

Lauren

Present

Pub Pol MPP

Gittings

Richard

Unexcused

Public Policy PhD

Chehal

Puneet

Present

Pyschology and Neuroscience

Martin

Julie

Proxy

Religious Studies

Krone

Adrienne

Present

Romance Studies

Granacki

Alyssa

Unexcused

Slavic Studies

Unseated

Sociology

Merhout

Friedolin

Present

Statistical and Economic Modeling

Gautam

Dipesh

Present

Statistical Science MSS

Lee

Princeton

Unexcused

Statistical Science PhD

Patra

Sayan

Unexcused

